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CONTACT

LENSES

You can recycle your old
contact lenses at GHF

Instead of throwing your old lenses in the garbage, you can
recycle your contact lens packages and your used lenses in
our specialty recycling bin at Glasses Half Full.
Cardboard contact lens boxes can be put in standard recycling!
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Avoid throwing contact lenses
down the sink or the toilet

They cause microplastics to accumulate in our water
supply. If you are unable to recycle your contacts, throw
them in your bathroom garbage.
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GHF offers a contact lens performance exam
when your prescription is expired!

In this visit, we’ll make sure the fit of your new supply is still
great, and make tweaks to your prescription if necessary!
And we always make this visit worth your while with perks like
complementary solution, trial lenses, & locally-roasted coffee!
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A contact lens prescription is different than a
glasses prescription because they sit on your
eye and glasses sit about 15 mm in front of it!
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GHF has great warranties
on contact lenses

Contact lenses purchased at Glasses Half Full are always
warrantied for damage (including torn edges) and
for changes in prescription within 1 year of purchase!

A wide range of contact lens
parameters exist for everyone

You should never have to tolerate discomfort or poor vision in your
contacts. If you do, you should schedule a follow-up visit at Glasses Half
Full right away so we can help you resolve your concern.
It is best to avoid contact lens wear if your
eyes are red or irritated.
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FLAVOURS
Extravaganza

Sleeping in contacts is unsafe

When your eyes are open during the daytime, oxygen from
the air dissolves through a contact lens and allows your eye
to breathe! Sleeping in contacts is unsafe because there is
much less oxygen availability with
your eyes closed.
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Always wear sunglasses over your
contacts on a sunny day!

Or if you experience light sensitivity, Transitions contact lenses
are available that darken when you are outdoors.

25%

OFF

glasseshalffull.com

We even offer 25% OFF a pair of non-prescription sunglasses
at GHF (within 3 months of purchasing an annual supply of
contacts) to ensure your eyes stay as protected as possible!
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